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Team Name: Chatting With Historical Icons

Short Description: This project addresses a range of learning disabilities, particularly benefiting 
children who have difficulties navigating traditional reading education. The solution is a Generative AI 
application that leverages the power of the Clarifai platform.

Team Leader: Michael Lively

Team Members:  

Dominic Connor
Victor Adewopo
Shane Laffin
Tayyab Zain
David Lively

Product: Branching Adventure Story
(Technology Used)

Clarifai Platform:
Image Detection
Openai GPT4 Vision
Speech Synthesis
Text to Image (dalle)

Other Platforms:
Gemini Pro
Crew AI (Agent Framework)
LangChain



Benefits of Branching Adventure Stories

Project Proposal
• The project's objective is to transform reading for children with learning disabilities using a Generative 

AI application built on the Clarifai platform, creating a "Branching Reading Adventure." It's designed to 
assist children with Visual Impairment, Dyslexia, ADHD, Auditory Processing Disorder, Language 
Disorders, and Cognitive Disabilities.

Core Features:
• Interactive Story Creation: Utilizing CrewAI, this application turns a child's ideas into personalized 

learning adventures, encouraging them to become story creators.

• Rich Story Elements: Using Clarifai's AI, the app generates diverse story elements (images, audio, text) 
to create an immersive, multi-sensory reading experience.

• Dynamic Story Branching: The app integrates Clarifai's object identification and Chat Vision GPT-4 for 
real-time, interactive story alterations, enhancing engagement.

• Adaptive Learning Loops: It continuously loops through stories, allowing children to learn at their own 
pace and in a relaxed environment.



Benefits of Branching Adventure Stories

Future Work
• Progress Evaluation Tools: For the future we plan to incorporate Clarifai's RAG system, to include tools 

for educators and caregivers to track progress and identify learning needs.

• Tighten up the framework.

Project Impact:
• "Branching Reading Adventure" aims to foster an inclusive and adaptable learning space, offering new 

possibilities for children limited by traditional learning methods. It focuses on both educational and 
emotional development, enhancing self-confidence in children with learning disabilities.



Benefits of Branching Adventure Stories

Special Instructions

When getting to the third page (Interact with Your Character) and selecting the image you want to 
branch off, and then clicking Create a New Story, then go back to first page (Create Your Story Script) and 
click Create a Story and the whole cycle just repeats itself. 

Note: In a future version this will be automated.
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Demo Application on Clarifai Platform: 
https://clarifai.com/qaillc/branchingstory/installed_module_versions/branching-story

GitHub
https://github.com/qaillc/NextGenHackathon
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Conclusion:
• Aligned with the hackathon's theme 'Empowering Learning 

Through Technology', this proposal represents a significant 
step towards inclusive education. The team is enthusiastic 
about its potential impact and looks forward to developing 
this innovative application.


